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A Quick Note From Gary...

Back to Basics (sort
of)

When you live with T1D 24/7 and

work in the �eld all day, what

can you do for fun? Experiment,

of course!

Last month, our clinical team

decided to give up our pumps and

hybrid closed-loop systems, and go

back onto injections for a day. We

called it “back to basics” day, but it

wasn’t really all that basic. 

We still used our continuous glucose monitors (nobody was willing to give

up CGM without a �ght), and we had the option of using smart/connected

pens with our choice of the latest injectable basal & bolus insulins.

Expecting the worst, we stocked our pockets with glucose tabs and

stashed plenty of snacks at our bedsides for our head�rst dive into the

world of MDI (multiple daily injections). Here are some of our experiences:

Anna took syringe injections of Levemir and Novolog. It resulted in a

monstrous glucose rise in the morning, like Godzilla rising from the Sea of

Japan. Alicia’s Levemir produced a 60-point rise overnight on the �rst

night. Later at dinnertime she forgot her Humalog pen, but reported that

the extra daytime basal was just enough to cover sesame chicken. She

went a couple extra days on injections and managed to get her overnight

glucose to stabilize. Alicia appreciated being able to shower and dress

without dealing with the pump, but found MDI just wasn’t worth the extra

hassles. She and Anna reported that they kept “groping themselves” for

their pumps at mealtimes.

Kathryn was high all night on her �rst night of MDI and then dropped

low at midday… and again at bedtime. She did much better the second

day though, staying in-range all day long. Still, she reported missing a

good night’s sleep. I took basaglar (generic Lantus) & Fiasp via pens. My

daytime control was about the same as usual, but my glucose exploded in

the early part of the night (when my basal usually peaks). Got back on
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pump & Looping exactly 24 hours and 3 minutes after taking the shot of

basaglar (it took 3 minutes to set up the new pump).

Jenny was the last one to go… she really had to psych herself up to go

back onto lantus & Humalog via syringes. She was stable but a little

higher than usual overnight and dropped low with some light exercise in

the late-afternoon. Let’s just say she wasn’t a happy camper. She set an

alarm for 24 hours after taking Lantus to play the children’s song, “If

you’re happy and you know it…” to let her know it was time to go back on

her pump.

I think Anna summarized the injection experience best: “Less beeps, but

more swearing.”

Hey, it could have been much more challenging if we had to use NPH (or

Lente) and Regular insulin, follow an “exchange” diet, and check our

glucose using nothing but �ngersticks. But it was valuable for us all to take

a step back. Because the fact is, not everyone prefers modern technology,

and not everyone has access to it. We have serve people based on the

therapy they choose, not what we prefer.

I hope you enjoy this edition of Diabetes Bites, chock full of research news,

clinical insights, and fun stu�. And remember, no matter how you choose

to manage your diabetes, you can do it a little bit better with some expert

training & education. Please reach out if there is anything we can do to

assist.

Together, there’s nothing we can’t accomplish!

- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE

Owner & Clinical Director
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Type-2 Burnout

If you are struggling with a new or old

diagnosis of pre-diabetes or type 2 diabetes,

here are a few suggestions to help tame the

feelings of being out of control and stressed.

Read More

Ask Dana: What’s the Story on Eggs -

Are they healthy or not? >

"Dear Dana, Every morning I like to enjoy a

few eggs with my turkey sausage and co�ee.

But, I recently went for an annual check-up

and my cholesterol was really high. I see so

many con�icting messages about eggs – are

they healthy or not? - Benjamin

Cooper, Albuquerque, NM"  Read More 

MDI for Diabetes Management –

Stepping back to Old School

Management. >

As part of our monthly IDS challenges, we

decided to give up our CGMs and went back

to using only �nger sticks. I share my

experience of going "old school"!  Read More

♥ Low-Carb, Gluten, & Dairy-Free

Tapioca Pudding Recipe

♥ Vegan Bu�alo Cauli�ower

♥ Chicken Thighs with Couscous

& Kale
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♥ Broccoli Tart

♥ Vegan Pizza Rolls

Welcome to the Team…. >

IDS is delighted to welcome Anna

Sabino to our clinical team as a

Master-level Social Worker and

Certi�ed Diabetes Care &

Education Specialist providing

expert emotional counseling for

children, adults and families

a�ected by type-1 diabetes.  Read

More

The Diabetes + Mental

Health Conference De�ned >

All about a 2-day virtual Diabetes +

Mental Health Conference that is

focused on the intersection of

diabetes management and mental

health and how you can register

for the event happening in May. 

Read More
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Play Gary’s Trivia Time Game

and WIN Prizes!!

Last month we asked: What is the

o�cial name of the “primevil”

�nger-lancing device a�ectionately

known as “the guillotine”?

VIEW THE ANSWER >

This month: At a recent IDS

Holiday gathering, we learned a lot of interesting things about our fellow

IDS teammates. For example, not one but TWO of our esteemed

clinicians wanted to be marine biologists when they were back in

grade school. Can you name them?

ANSWER THIS QUESTION

The Survey Says!

Last month: we asked about the

programs you prefer for

downloading your diabetes

devices.

View the results!

This month: One of the more

practical developments in the past

year involves new rescue

treatment options for severe hypoglycemia. Of the available glucagon

options, which do/would you prefer?

TAKE THE SURVEY
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Hey Caregiver are you experiencing:

Interrupted sleep, anxiety, isolation, or feeling overwhelmed?

Attend one of our Timeout for Caregivers of Kids or Teens with Type 1

Diabetes virtual sessions!

Each session is facilitated by an Award-Winning, Certi�ed Diabetes Care

and Education Specialist at Integrated Diabetes Services who is raising a

child with Type 1 Diabetes.

Learn more & sign up!
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Nancy's Featured Finds!

New Year’s Sale and Reboot!

Please visit our website for amazing sales

on most everything this month! VIEW SALES

ITEMS >

We also have some amazing resources

that are available online: Books, printable

log sheets, Type 1 University Courses, and

of course our amazing sta� here to help with your Diabetes Management!

Please call me in the o�ce 610-642-6055 with any questions or email me:

nancy@integrateddiabetes.com.

Best Always,

Nancy
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Advertising Opportunities

We o�er a number of promotional

opportunities for reaching the diabetes

marketplace, with a focus on patients

and healthcare providers who utilize

intensive insulin therapy. 

Website Advertising

Blog Advertising / editorial

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial

Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is

published electronically by Integrated

Diabetes Services and distributed to

more than 10,000 individuals in the

diabetes community.

About Us 

Integrated Diabetes Services

provides diabetes education

and management consulting

in-person or remotely via

phone and the internet for

children and adults. 

Our blog, Thinking Like a

Pancreashighlights articles

from our own sta�.  

Type-1 Universityis the web-

based school of higher

learning for insulin users.

Live and pre-recorded

courses on a variety of

topics.

Integrated Diabetes Services

333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood

PA 19096 United States

877-735-3648

outside N America: +1 610-642-6055
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